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a b s t r a c t

Most studies on the behavior and toxicity of engineered nanoparticles (NPs) have been conducted in
artificial water with well-controlled conditions, which are dramatically different from natural waters
with complex compositions. To better understand the fate and toxicity of NPs in the natural water
environment, physicochemical transformations of four NPs (TiO2, ZnO, Ag, and carbon nanotubes (CNTs))
and their toxicities towards a unicellular green alga (Chlorella pyrenoidosa) in four fresh water and one
seawater sample were investigated. Results indicated that water chemistry had profound effects on
aggregation, dissolution, and algal toxicity of the NPs. The strongest homoaggregation of the NPs was
associated with the highest ionic strength, but no obvious correlation was observed between the
homoaggregation of NPs and pH or dissolved organic matter content of the water samples. The greatest
dissolution of ZnO NPs also occurred in seawater with the highest ionic strength, while the dissolution of
Ag NPs varied differently from ZnO NPs. The released Zn2þ and especially Agþ mainly accounted for the
algal toxicity of ZnO and Ag NPs, respectively. The NP-cell heteroagglomeration occurred generally for
CNTs and Ag NPs, which contributed to the observed nanotoxicity. However, there was no significant
correlation between the observed nanotoxicity and the type of NP or the water chemistry. It was thus
concluded that the physicochemical transformations and algal toxicities of NPs in the natural water
samples were caused by the combined effects of complex water quality parameters rather than any
single influencing factor alone. These results will increase our knowledge on the fate and effects of NPs in
the aquatic environment.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Advances in nanotechnology have promoted the widespread
production and application of engineered nanoparticles (NPs),
causing increased discharge of NPs into aquatic environments
(Garner and Keller, 2014; Gottschalk et al., 2013). For example, ZnO
and TiO2 NPs are widely utilized in cosmetic, coating, paint, and
electronic industries (Dange et al., 2007; Franklin et al., 2007; Hall
et al., 2009). Ag NPs are employed in a variety of consumer products
due to their antimicrobial activity (Dobrzynska et al., 2014), and
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have a range of applications, such as
biomedicine (Cha et al., 2013), sewage treatment (Kar et al., 2012),
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electronics, and sensors (Bennett et al., 2013). Consequently, envi-
ronmental concentrations of NPs, though being modeled and/or
measured to be in levels of mg/L or much less, were estimated to
increase exponentially (Gottschalk et al., 2009, 2013). Moreover,
environmental concentrations of some NPs in their application or
deposition area could be extremely high, e.g., 0.75e50 g/L zero
valent iron NPs were used in in situ field scale remediation of
contaminated soil and groundwater (Grieger et al., 2010). More and
more case studies indicated that the discharged NPs could pose
serious risks to aquatic organisms (Ma et al., 2013; Schultz et al.,
2014).

In aquatic environments, various environmental parameters,
such as pH, ionic strength, and dissolved organic matter (DOM),
will alter the physicochemical properties and the colloidal behav-
iors of NPs. It was reported that the aggregation of ZnO NPs
increased with increasing ionic strength and was much stronger at
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the pH close to the point of zero charge (pHpzc) of NPs (Bian et al.,
2011). In addition, the dissolution of ZnO NPs was observed at both
low and high pH and was enhanced by humic acid at high pH (Bian
et al., 2011). The aggregation and dissolution of Ag NPs increased
with increasing ionic strength (Chambers et al., 2014) but was
inhibited in the presence of Cl� (Lin et al., 2015). CNTs demon-
strated enhanced stability in the presence of DOM (Lin and Xing,
2008; Lin et al., 2010a), which was greatly dependent on pH and
ionic strength as well (Lin et al., 2009, 2012a). Water-chemistry-
dependent homoaggregations of TiO2 NPs (Lin et al., 2015) and
other NPs (Chekli et al., 2015; Conway et al., 2015) have also been
reported. In spite of the intensive investigations of the effects of
well-controlled water quality parameters on the physicochemical
transformations of NPs, the understanding of their fate and
behavior in natural water is still in its infancy (Lowry et al., 2012).
The combined effects of diverse environmental factors may make
the behaviors of NPs in natural water different from those in arti-
ficial waters. It is necessary to strengthen the research on the
physicochemical transformation of NPs in a real water environment
for the scientific assessment of environmental behaviors and bio-
logical effects of the NPs.

An increasing number of studies have reported the toxicity of
NPs to aquatic organisms with a focus on the effect of water
chemistry (Schultz et al., 2014). The higher toxicity of Ag NPs to
algal cells was observed in acidic media (Oukarroum et al., 2014)
and media with high ionic strength (Chambers et al., 2014), owing
to the increased release of silver ions. However, the inverse phe-
nomenon was reported in several studies where Ag NPs demon-
strated decreased toxicity in media with higher ionic strength (Gao
et al., 2009; Harmon et al., 2014). Mitigated bactericidal effects of
ZnO NPs (Li et al., 2013) and TiO2 NPs (Lin et al., 2014) were also
observed in media with high pH or ionic strength. DOMs generally
alleviated the nanotoxicity, owing to their complexation with the
NP-released toxic ions, the hindrance of NP-organism contact, and/
or the reduced generation of reactive oxygen species (Kim et al.,
2013; Lin et al., 2012b; Zhao et al., 2013). Enhanced nanotoxicity,
however, was also observed in the presence of DOMs (Wang et al.,
2011; Zhang et al., 2015). Until now, most studies have been con-
ducted in artificial waters, which are dramatically different from
natural waters with complex compositions. Very few studies have
investigated the toxicity of NPs toward aquatic organisms including
algae in natural water samples (Bhuvaneshwari et al., 2015; Dalai
et al., 2013). The complex water chemistry of natural waters
would complicate the toxicity of NPs, which merits more
investigation.

We hypothesize that there may be no clear correlation between
the physicochemical transformation and toxicity of NPs and the
water chemistry of natural waters because of the coexistence of
multiple water quality parameters. Aggregation, dissolution, and
algal toxicity of NPs in five natural water samples with distinct
physicochemical properties were, therefore, investigated. Nano-
scale TiO2, ZnO, CNTs, and Ag particles were used as the typical NPs
because of their extensive usage. The unicellular green alga (C.
pyrenoidosa), a widely used model aquatic organism, was selected
as the test organism. The correlations betweenwater chemistry and
aggregation, dissolution, and algal toxicity of the NPs were specif-
ically discussed. We believe that our findings will increase the
knowledge on the fate and effects of NPs in the aquatic
environment.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Collection and characterization of water samples

Five surface water samples with distinct physicochemical
properties were collected in October 2013 from a fish pond in
Tangxi town (TX, N 30º2802600, E 120º1101900) of Hangzhou city, a
countryside river in Dongyang city (DY, N 29� 170 2300, E 120� 140

3000), the Dongjiang river in Shaoxing city (SX, N 30º402500, E
120º2702900), the Taihu lake (TH, N 31º505500, E 120º1505600), and the
East China Sea at Taizhou city (TZ, N 28º1305400, E 121º2402000) of
China. The collected water samples were centrifuged (3500 g,
15 min) to remove large particles, filtered through 0.45 mm poly-
tetrafluoroethylene filters to remove microorganisms, and then
stored at 4 �C in dark. The five water samples represented various
water environments: TX being a fishery-affected water body, DY
standing for the freshwater far away from cities, SX representing
the river water passing through a city, TH being the freshwater from
one of the biggest lake in China, and TZ being the seawater in an
estuary mixed with freshwater.

The conductivity of the samples was analyzed with a conduc-
tivity meter (DDS-11A, Yoke Instrument Co., China). The content of
total organic carbon (TOC) was measured by a TOC analyzer (TOC-
VCPH, Shimadzu, Japan) to reflect the DOM content. The pH and
zeta potential were determined using a pH meter (Mettler Toledo,
Columbus, USA) and a Zetasizer (Nano ZS90, Malvern Instruments,
UK) at 25 �C, respectively. Inductively coupled plasma mass spec-
trometry (ICP-MS, 7500 Series, Agilent, USA) was applied to
determine cation concentrations in the surface water samples after
acid digestion. Anions excluding CO3

2� in the samples were
analyzed using ion chromatography (861 Advanced Compact IC,
Metrohm, Switzerland). The concentration of CO2

3� was expressed
as the inorganic carbon content as measured by the TOC analyzer.

2.2. Characterization of the NPs in the water samples

The used ZnO (20 ± 5 nm) and anatase TiO2 (12 ± 4 nm) NPs
were purchased from Zhejiang Hongsheng Materials Technology
Co., China. Ag NPs (46 ± 25 nm) were obtained from Beijing
Daoking Technology Ltd., China. The multiwalled CNTs (70 ± 9 nm
in the outer diameter and 3.2 ± 0.9 mm in length) were from
Shenzhen Nanotech Port Co., China and were further purified by
HCl solution before use. We had previously characterized and used
all the NPs in other studies (Ji et al., 2011; Long et al., 2012; Lin et al.,
2015), and their selected properties are summarized in Table S1 in
the Supporting information.

The NPs (100 mg/L) were sonicated (100 W, 40 kHz, 25 �C) into
the water samples for 30 min, and their zeta potentials and hy-
drodynamic sizes were measured by the Zetasizer at 25 �C. To
determine the dissolution of ZnO and Ag NPs in the water samples,
the concentrations of metal ions in the supernatants of the NP
suspensions collected after the centrifugation (2500 g, 15 min) and
the filtration through 0.22 mm polytetrafluoroethylene filters were
quantified by the ICP-MS.

2.3. Settling experiment

NPeNP and cellecell homoaggregations and NP-cell hetero-
agglomeration in the water samples were investigated following
the procedures described in our previous study (Ma et al., 2015).
Briefly, algal cells and NPs were individually suspended or mixed in
the water samples; the individual suspensions or mixtures were
immediately transferred to cuvettes, and their absorbance at
660 nm (Lin et al., 2012b; Long et al., 2012) was thereafter moni-
tored. Since the CNTs were more hydrophobic and settled much
faster than the other NPs, the absorbance of CNT suspensions was
monitored at intervals of 1 s within 2 h, whereas the absorbance of
ZnO, TiO2, and Ag suspensions was recorded for 12 h at intervals of
15min. The settling curves, normalized absorbance vs. settling time
curves, were subsequently plotted. The co- (mix) and additive-
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(sum) settling curves presented the absorbance of the mixtures
and the sum of independent absorbance of individual suspensions
changing along with time, respectively. The NP-cell hetero-
agglomeration occurredwhen the co-settling curvewas below the
additive-settling curve, and the discrepancy indicated the extent
of heteroagglomeration.

2.4. Algal viability assay

The green alga C. pyrenoidosa used in this study was from the
Institute of Wuhan Hydrobiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences
and was cultured in the medium recommended by the Organi-
zation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) (with
compositions detailed in the Supporting Information).

The algal viability assay was conducted following similar pro-
cedures described in the previous study (Dalai et al., 2013). Before
the inoculation of algal cells, 250 mL Erlenmeyer flasks were
autoclaved at 0.1 MPa for 20 min. The NPs were suspended in the
water samples by sonication (100 W, 40 kHz, 25 �C, 15 min).
Subsequently, the algal cells (2.5 � 106 cells/mL) were exposed to
the NP suspensions (0, 10, and 100mg/L) and were then kept in an
incubation shaker (110 rpm) at 25 �C with illumination by in-
candescent lights (100 ± 5 mE m�2 s�1, light:dark of 14:10 h). Since
the algal cells were cultured in thewater samples with insufficient
nutrition for growth, the cell numbers were counted after 24 h of
culture with a counting chamber under a light microscope (LM,
CX21, Olympus, Japan). Exposure without NPs in each of the water
samples served as blank controls. The viabilities (ratios of the cell
numbers exposed to NPs to the corresponding control after 24 h of
culture) were calculated to represent the algal toxicities of the NPs
in the water samples. In addition, cell viability in the water sam-
ples without NPs was calculated as the ratio of cell density after
the culture to the initial density. The metal ions in the algae-
exposed water samples (100 mg/L NPs) were measured by the
ICP-MS to assess the dissolution of NPs in the presence of algae.

To evaluate the potential contribution of metal ions dissolved
from ZnO and Ag NPs to the nanotoxicity, the toxicities of ZnCl2
and AgNO3 solutions to the algal cells were also assayed. Based on
the measurements of NP dissolution, comparable exposure con-
centrations were selected. The exposure followed the procedures
mentioned above for the NPs.

2.5. Statistical analyses

Each treatment in the toxicity tests was performed in triplicate,
and the values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation in the
tables and figures. The differences between the controls and
treatments were analyzed by analysis of variance (ANOVA). Linear
regressionwas applied to analyze the correlation between toxicity
and the physicochemical transformation of NPs and the water
quality parameters. The degree of correlation was determined by
the correlation coefficient (R), and the level of significance was
accepted at p < 0.05.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Properties of the water samples

Table 1 shows selected properties of the surfacewater samples.
All of the samples had circumneutral pH values, ranging from 7.06
to 7.59. Ionic strength varied greatly within the range of
3.19e213mM. The content of DOM ranged from 6.74 to 23.3 mg C/
L. Zeta potentials were all negative, indicating the existence of
negatively-charged colloids in the samples. In particular, the
sample TZ, as seawater, had the highest pH and, notably, its ionic
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strength and conductivity were far greater than the other samples;
the sample DY had the lowest ionic strength and zeta potential but
the highest DOM content.

3.2. Changes in zeta potential and hydrodynamic size of the NPs in
the water samples

Zeta potentials and hydrodynamic sizes of the NPs in the water
samples are shown in Fig. 1. The NPs were all negatively charged in
the samples. Zeta potentials of the NPs in DY with the highest TOC
content were largely the lowest among the water samples, prob-
ably due to the adsorption of DOM and/or the abundance of
negatively-charged colloids in the sample. The absolute zeta po-
tentials of all NPs, except ZnO, were the lowest in TZ, suggesting the
weakest electrostatic repulsion among the NPs in the seawater.
Consequently, the NPs severely aggregated in the seawater, as
indicated by the largest hydrodynamic sizes in TZ among the water
samples.

3.3. Homoaggregations of the NPs in the water samples

The NP-type- and water-type-dependent settling curves of NPs
in the water samples are illustrated in Fig. 2. CNTs settled rapidly,
especially in the seawater sample. ZnO and TiO2 NPs settled more
rapidly than Ag NPs, probably owing to their smaller sizes and thus
more severe aggregations. As expected, the settling curves of all
NPs in the seawater were far below those in the fresh water sam-
ples, while the discrepancy in the settlings of each NP among the
fresh water samples was not such distinct. The settling curves of
ZnO NPs nearly overlapped in the fresh water samples. The settling
of the other three NPs was apparently the weakest in DY with the
lowest ionic strength among the water samples.

The above result revealed that the homoaggregation of NPs in
thewater samples could be regulated by ionic strength. Electrolytes
would compress the electrical double layer of NPs and enhance
Fig. 1. Zeta potentials and hydrodynamic sizes of the NPs in the wa
homoaggregation in the water samples (Lin et al., 2010b). Previous
studies found that the aggregation of NPs is strongly dependent on
pH and increases as the solution pH approaches pHpzc of the NPs
due to the attenuation of energy barrier preventing the aggregation
(Guzman et al., 2006; Bian et al., 2011). In addition, the increased
electrostatic and steric repulsions due to the adsorption of DOM on
the surfaces of NPs are supposed to promote the stabilization of NPs
(Lin et al., 2010b; Thio et al., 2011). However, there was no obvious
correlation between the settling of NPs and pH or DOM of thewater
samples in this study, which may be due to the fact that the vari-
ation in pH or DOM content of the natural water samples was not
great enough to make a significant difference in the stabilization of
NPs and/or the combined effect from other water quality parame-
ters, including ionic strength.

3.4. Dissolutions of the NPs in the water samples

The concentrations of ions dissolved from ZnO and Ag NPs
(100 mg/L) are listed in Table 2. The dissolution of ZnO NPs in the
seawater TZ was much greater than in the other water samples. The
greatest dissolution of Ag NPs was, however, detected in DY, fol-
lowed by that in the seawater and then in the other three water
samples.

The correlations between the water quality parameters and the
dissolutions are illustrated in Fig. S1 in the Supporting information,
with the fitted parameters given in Table S2. Significant positive
correlation (R ¼ 0.908, p ¼ 0.021) was found between pH and the
dissolution of ZnO NPs in the water samples. However, no signifi-
cant correlation was observed between the dissolution of Ag NPs
and pH (Fig. S1A). It was reported that some metal oxide NPs
showed increased solubility at acidic pH (Bian et al., 2011), which
appeared to be different from the results obtained in this study.
Here, the effect of such a narrow pH range on the dissolutions may
be indistinct andmasked by other environmental factors to varying
degrees.
ter samples. Error bars represent standard deviations (n ¼ 3).



Fig. 2. Changes of the normalized absorbance at 660 nm (A/A0) of the NPs and algal cells in the water samples against the settling time.

Table 2
The concentrations of metal ions dissolved from ZnO and Ag NPs in the water
samples.

NPs Water samples Concentration (mg/L)

DY SX TH TX TZ

ZnO Blank sample 1290 1150 854 931 5520
Alga-exposed sample 1150 824 602 579 1480

Ag Blank sample 1080 259 40.0 45.6 656
Alga-exposed sample 1030 383 127 256 213

L. Zhang et al. / Environmental Pollution 211 (2016) 132e140136
The much higher ionic strength and dissolution of ZnO NPs in
the seawater TZ led to an apparent positive correlation (R ¼ 0.992,
p¼ 0.001) between the dissolution of ZnO NPs and ionic strength of
the water samples (Table S2). The presence of high concentrations
of certain anions, such as Cl� and SO4

2�, was supposed to serve as
Zn2þ binding ligands, thus promoting the dissolution of ZnO in TZ
(Miao et al., 2010). There was, however, no linear correlation be-
tween the ionic strength and the dissolution of Ag NPs in the water
samples. It is assumed that the released Agþ could react with Cl� in
the natural water samples, forming AgCl precipitation and conse-
quently reducing the dissolved Agþ concentration to some extent
(Lin et al., 2015). The sample DY had the lowest Cl� content though
with the lowest ionic strength, which could possibly explain the
highest apparent dissolution of Ag NPs in DY.

There was no linear correlation between the DOM content and
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the dissolution of ZnO or Ag NPs (Fig. S1C). The presence of humic
acid was reported to increase the dissolution of ZnO NPs at high pH,
but the opposite occurred to Ag NPs (Bian et al., 2011; Liu and Hurt,
2010). Although the dissolution of metal-based NPs was supposed
to be tightly dependent upon the DOM content, these findings were
mainly from experiments performed under laboratory conditions
with other parameters fixed, regardless of complex components in
natural waters. Our study suggests that the dissolution of metal-
based NPs in natural waters is a result of the combined effect of
complex water chemistry and not dominated by a sole water
quality parameter.

3.5. The NP-cell heteroagglomeration in the water samples

The settling curves of algal cells in the water samples are shown
in Fig. 2. Therewas no obvious difference among the settlings in the
fresh water samples, as indicated by the nearly overlapping settling
curves. Notably, settling in the seawater was much stronger than
those in the fresh water samples, suggesting that high ionic
strength could enhance the homoaggregation of algal cells in
addition to the NPs.

Fig. 3 shows the normalized co- and additive-settling curves of
NPs and algal cells in the water samples. The CNT-cell and Ag-cell
co-settling curves were largely below their additive-settling
curves, suggesting the occurrence of CNT-cell and Ag-cell hetero-
agglomerations. Exceptionally, no apparent discrepancy between
co- and additive-settling curves of CNTs and algal cells was found in
the seawater sample. The dramatic enhancement of homoag-
gregations of both CNTs and cells in the seawater could be
Fig. 3. Co- (mix) and additive- (sum) settling curves of NPs and algal cells in the water samp
curve of the mixture of NPs and algal cells, and the additive-settling curve was the result o
agglomeration occurred when the co-settling curve was below the additive-settling curve,
responsible for the inhibition of CNT-cell heteroagglomeration, as
reported in our previous study (Ma et al., 2015). The nearly over-
lapping co- and additive-settling curves of ZnO NPs and algal cells
in all of the water samples indicated the very weak ZnO-cell het-
eroagglomeration. This could also be explained by the strong
homoaggregation of ZnO NPs, as indicated by the relatively larger
hydrodynamic sizes (Fig.1) and largely lower settling curves (Fig. 2)
of ZnO NPs as compared with those of the other three NPs. As for
the TiO2 NPs, the co-settling curve was lower than the additive-
settling curve in the seawater sample, indicating the existence of
TiO2-cell heteroagglomeration; while the co-settling curves were
above the additive-settling curves in the four fresh water samples.
DOM in the fresh water samples could help to hinder the TiO2-cell
heteroagglomeration. NPs adhering to and agglomeration with
cells would facilitate NP damage to membranes and entrance of
cells, as reported for TiO2, CNTs, and ZnO NPs with algal cells (Lin
et al., 2012b; Long et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2012).

3.6. Toxicities of the NPs in the water samples

Due to insufficient nutrients, the density of algal cells was
reduced to varying degrees after incubating in the water samples
without NPs for 24 h, as illustrated in Fig. 4A. The viabilities of algal
cells in the water samples in the presence of 10 and 100 mg/L NPs
are shown in Fig. 4B and C, respectively. Amitava Mukherjee and
coauthors reported the viabilities of freshwater algae (Scenedesmus
obliquus) in a natural water sample from a local lake in India were
82.77 ± 1.11% exposed to 1 mg/L anatase TiO2 NPs (10e50 nm) for
24 h under the UV-irradiation condition (Dalai et al., 2013) and
les. A for TiO2, B for ZnO, C for CNTs, and D for Ag. The co-settling curve was the settling
f addition of the individual settling curves of NPs and algal cells. The NP-cell hetero-
and the discrepancy indicated the extent of the heteroagglomeration.



Fig. 4. The viabilities of algae in the water samples without (A) and with (B) 10 mg/L NPs, (C) 100 mg/L NPs, and (D) 1 mg/L Zn2þ and Agþ. The viabilities in Part Awere calculated by
the ratios of algal cell numbers after the 24 h culture to the initial cell numbers. The viabilities in Parts B and C were calculated by the ratios of the cell numbers exposed to 10 and
100 mg/L NPs to the blank controls (without treatment of NPs or ions) in the water samples, respectively, and the viabilities in Part D were obtained by the ratios of the cell numbers
exposed to 1 mg/L Zn2þ and Agþ from ZnCl2 and AgNO3, respectively, to the blank controls. Values with different letters (aek) differ significantly (p < 0.05). Error bars represent
standard deviations (n ¼ 3).
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74.2e76.3% exposed to 1 mg/L ZnO NPs (40e44 nm) for 72 h under
the visible light conditions (Bhuvaneshwari et al., 2015). Due to the
different organisms, NPs, and experimental conditions used, it is
difficult to compare the results from them and this study. No similar
algal toxicity data of other NPs in surface water samples are avail-
able for a comparison with the result of this study. As compared
with the reported algal toxicity of similar NPs in the synthetic
culture media with the half growth inhibition concentrations (IC50)
of 4.9 mg/L for TiO2 NPs (Lin et al., 2012b), 60 mg Zn/L for ZnO NPs
(Franklin et al., 2007), 2.28 mg/L for Ag (Chen et al., 2013), and
14.5 mg/L for CNTs (Zhang et al., 2015), the toxicities of the NPs
towards algae were mitigated in the natural water samples in this
study. The toxicities of the NPs varied greatly, depending on the
type and concentration of NPs as well as the water sample type.

The TiO2 NPs and CNTs were largely more toxic at the higher
concentration, while lower toxicity was observed for the ZnO and
Ag NPs at the higher concentration. The CNTs exhibited very low
toxicity at 10mg/L, and the TiO2 NPs at 10mg/L could even promote
algal growth to some extent. Therefore, 100 mg/L was chosen to
study the correlation between nanotoxicity and the physicochem-
ical properties of the water samples.

Different NPs exhibited distinct toxicities towards algae, even in
the same water sample. At the low concentration, the toxicities of
the NPs were in a similar sequence of ZnO > Ag > CNTs > TiO2 with
a few exceptions. In contrast, the toxicities of the NPs in the sam-
ples at the high concentration largely followed the order of
TiO2 > ZnO > CNTs > Ag, except that Ag NPs were more toxic than
CNTs in DY, and CNTs exhibited higher toxicity than ZnO NPs in TH.
The NPs showed very different toxicities in TX, with the order of
ZnO > Ag > CNTs > TiO2, which was completely opposite to that in
the seawater TZ. The TiO2 NPs did not exhibit toxicity at the low
concentration but appeared to be the most toxic among the four
NPs, except in TX, at the high concentration.

Each type of NP showed distinct algal toxicities in different
water samples. The TiO2 NPs only exhibited relatively high algal
toxicity in the water samples at the high concentration with the
order of DY > SX > TZ > TH > TX, which was quite different from the
other three NPs. The toxicity of ZnO NPs in the water samples was
in the sequence of TX > SX > DY > TH > TZ for both concentrations.
CNTs and Ag NPs also showed varied toxicities in various water
samples with distinct orders.

The diverse toxicities of the NPs in the water samples demon-
strated the different toxic mechanisms of the four NPs and the great
effect of water chemistry on the nanotoxicity. Since dissolvedmetal
ions from metal-based NPs are expected to be an important
mechanism for nanotoxicity, the algal toxicities of Zn2þ and Agþ

ions from ZnCl2 and AgNO3, respectively, were determined
(Fig. 4D). Considering the concentrations of dissolved Zn2þ and Agþ

ions in the algae-exposed samples (100 mg/L) covered the range of
579e1480 mg/L and 127e1030 mg/L, respectively (Table 2), the
toxicities of 1 mg Zn2þ/L or 1 mg Agþ/L in the water samples were
examined. The higher toxicity was observed for Agþ in the water
samples than for Zn2þ. The toxicities of Agþ ions in the five natural
water samples were greater than or largely comparable with those
of Ag NPs, suggesting the dominant role of released Agþ ions in the
algal toxicity of Ag NPs. The toxicity of Ag NPs to a marine alga was
also attributed to the dissolved Agþ ions (Miao et al., 2009).
Compared with ZnO NPs, the toxicity of Zn2þ ions was greater or
largely comparable in DY, TH, and TZ but was significantly lower in
SX and TX. Therefore, the released Zn2þ ions could largely account
for the observed algal toxicity of ZnO NPs, but there were other
mechanisms, such as oxidative stress, contributing to the
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nanotoxicity in the natural water samples. A similar conclusionwas
obtained in our previous study that examined the algal toxicity of
ZnO NPs in the OECD medium (Ji et al., 2011).

3.7. Influencing factors on the nanotoxicity in the water samples

Different NPs could have different toxic mechanisms, and thus
the influencing factor dominating the nanotoxicity would be
different. The algal toxicities of TiO2 NPs and CNTs were generally
ascribed to physical interaction and oxidative stress (Lin et al.,
2012b; Long et al., 2012); while the toxicities of ZnO and Ag NPs
were mainly due to the ions dissolved from the NPs (Li et al., 2011;
Miao et al., 2009). The CNT-cell heteroagglomeration occurred in
almost all the water samples, which could contribute to the
observed algal toxicity in addition to the toxic mechanisms, such as
the shading effect and oxidative stress imposed by the CNTs as
described in our previous study (Long et al., 2012). The TiO2-cell
heteroagglomeration was only observed in the seawater sample,
which suggested that the potential cell damage resulting from the
NP-cell heteroagglomeration could not be the main toxic mecha-
nism of TiO2 NPs in fresh surface waters. Enhanced oxidative stress
was ascribed as the main toxic mechanism for the algal toxicity of
TiO2 NPs (Lin et al., 2012b). Similarly, the physical damage could not
be responsible for the algal toxicity of ZnO NPs in thewater samples
since no agglomeration between ZnO NPs and cells was observed.
The released Zn2þ ions could be a main cause of the algal toxicity of
ZnO NPs, as discussed in the above section. The fact that the Ag-cell
heteroagglomeration occurred in all of the water samples indicated
that physical damage could contribute to the algal toxicity of Ag
NPs. Furthermore, the released Agþ ions could greatly increase the
toxicity of Ag NPs as mentioned above.

The water chemistry surely affected the physicochemical prop-
erties of NPs and could thus influence the algal toxicity of the NPs in
the water samples. The correlations between the water quality
parameters and the toxicities of NPs were analyzed and shown in
Fig. S2 with the fitted parameters given in Table S3. Regrettably, no
significant linear correlationwas found between the toxicity of NPs
and the DOM content or ionic strength or pH in the water samples.
Given the diversity of the toxicity results and the complexity of the
natural water samples, it is reasonable to infer that the nanotoxicity
in natural environments cannot be solely dependent on any single
environmental quality parameter alone but may be a result of the
combined effect of various factors.

We recognize that there were some weaknesses in the experi-
mental design of this study. The nanotoxicity of the NPs could not
be effectively distinguished from the toxicity of NPs in bulk or
micro-sized particles due to the lack of non-nanosized controls.
Aggregates formed rapidly in the water samples though the NPs
were sonicated, making it difficult to study the size effect of the
NPs. Only two high concentrations of the NPs were examined,
while a range of concentrations of the NPs should be applied so as
to calculate some toxicological data such as IC50. In addition, more
surface water samples with distinct physicochemical properties
should be examined. Despite the defects, we hope that this study
will encourage more specific studies in the real water environment
to explore the environmental behavior and ecological effects of
NPs.

4. Conclusions

The NPs exhibited distinct physicochemical properties in the
natural water samples, which consequently led to variations of NP-
cell heteroagglomeration and algal toxicity. The strongest NP
homoaggregation occurred in the water sample with the highest
ionic strength due to the compression of the electrical double layer.
This was evidenced by the lowest absolute zeta potentials and
largest hydrodynamic sizes of the NPs in the seawater among the
water samples. No obvious correlation was observed between the
homoaggregation of NPs and the pH or DOM content of the water
samples. The pH value varied little among the water samples, and
its effect on the dissolutions of ZnO and Ag NPs could be masked by
the other environmental factors to varying degrees. The apparent
dissolutions were not significantly related to the DOM content
either. The highest ionic strength could result in the greatest
dissolution of ZnO NPs in the seawater, while the presence of high
concentration anionic ligands (Cl�) could precipitate the released
Agþ ions and thus reduced the apparent dissolution of Ag NPs in the
seawater. The dissolved Zn2þ and especially Agþ could be mainly
responsible for the toxicity of ZnO and Ag NPs, respectively. The NP-
cell heteroagglomerations were also dependent on the types of NPs
and water samples, which could also be involved in the observed
toxicities of CNTs and Ag NPs to the algae. Among the four NPs, the
anatase TiO2 NPs showed relatively greater toxicity to the algae in
the water samples at the high concentration. However, there was
no regular variation trend of the nanotoxicity either with the type
of NPs or the water chemistry. It can be concluded that both the
physicochemical transformation and algal toxicity of the NPs could
not be dominated by any single influencing factor alone but were
the result of the combined effect of the complex water chemistry.
The complex water chemistry of the natural water would pose
challenges and uncertainties to the exploration of the environ-
mental behavior and toxicity of the NPs in natural waters. The
obtained results of the nanotoxicity based on the assays in culture
media or simulated waters need to be verified in the real water
environment.
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